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The cohesion of a vertex v is the minimum numb~;r of edge.~ whose deletion makes v a 
cutvertex ofthe resulting raph. Such considerations are particularly interesting for alliance and 
friendship graphs. In this paper, we further examine cohesion, first introduced in[3], with our 
major goal here being the examination f stability under edge addition. We find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a verte,x to be stable and prove a theorem which discovers total vertex 
stability in several graphs. 
1. hi~roduction 
In an earlier paper [3], we examined alliance and frie:tdship graphs by introduc- 
ing the concept of the cohesion of a vertex. Cohesion is a graph theoretic oncept 
introduced to quantify the political question, "How clo.,;e can a particular country 
come to severing the alliance connections between two or more groups of 
countries?" Here we examine the effects produced on the cohesion of particular 
vertices when an edge is added to such graph structures. Intuitively, the 'stress' on 
a vertex is raised or lowered according to its cohesion being lowered or raised, 
respectively. 
All graph theoretic definitions and general n~_,tation.s will follow [1], alth~ugh 
those often used herein will be given in Section 2. 
2. Preliminary notations and results 
Throughout his paper G will be a connected graph without loops, multiple 
edges, or end vertices, where E and V are th,~ s~;ts of edges and vertices 
respectively. 
For a set of edges, S, the graph whose vertex set is V and whose edge set is 
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Fig. I. An illustration of cohesion 
E\S  is denoWd G\S .  For an edge ed E whose endv~.rtices are u and v, we use 
G + e or G + uv to denote the graph whose vertex set is V and whose edge set is 
EU{e}. When a vertex x and all of its incident edges are deleted, the resultant 
graph is denoted G \x .  
For a vertex xc  V, we let A(x) be the 'induced edge connectivity o[ x', that is, 
A(x) is the edge connectivity of G \x. N(x) is the neigk:tu~rhood o[ x, lhe sct of all 
vertices adjacent o x. 
For x ~ V, the cohesion ofx, denoted t~(x), is the miriimum number t;t' edges in E 
whose deletion gives a subgraph of G in which x is a cutvertex. A vertex x is a 
cutvertex, of course, if and oniy if t~(x) = 0. A cohesier set [or x in G is ~, Jet of 
edges U where I/.)] = ~(x) and x is a cutvertex of G \ ,U ;  tr~:'~ U detern~ines" 
. (x ) .  In the graph of Fig. 1, removing the edge xy makes v a cutvertc: and thus 
rt(v)--- I. 
For vertices u and v which are not adjacent in G, we will use the notation G '  
exclusively for the graph G + uv. (From the context it will be clear which u and o 
are meant.) Furthermore, t~'(x) and A'(x) will be the cohesion and indu:ed edge 
connectivity for x in G', respectively. 
For a more general introduction of cohesioa and ils properties, the reader is 
referred to [3]. For the purposes of this paper, three facts proven !here are 
particularly germane. 
(I) For every xc  V, tL(x}~X(x). 
(2) If A(x) is smaller than Ihe edge connectivity of (3, then tx(x) = A(x). 
(3) For y, z ~ V, with neither vertex being x, let p(), z) denote the maximum 
number of edge disjoint paths between y and z in G'~x. Then 
ix(x) : Min{p(y, z/] y, z ~ N(x)}. 
Result number (3) can be used to develop an algorithm for computing ~(x). 
(a) Form G\x.  
(b) For each pair y, z~N(x) ,  find p(y, z) in G \x .  
(c~ Report ~,(x) = Min{p(y, z) I Y, z ~ Nix)}. 
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The complexity of such an algorithm depends, of course, on the efficiency of 
computing p(y, z). By modifying a max flow algorithm in a relatively straight 
forward manner p(y, z), for given y and z, can be found in polynomial time. 
Hence, /~(x) is computable in polynomial time, for ea,:h ~ertex x in graph G. 
3. Further results on cohesion 
In this section we examine the effects on cohesion when an edge is added to the 
graph G. 
l~o~n 1. Let u, v, and x be distinct vertices of G, with G'= G + e, where 
e = uv and e¢ E. Then 
(a) ~(x)<<-tz'(x)<~iz(x)+ 1, 
(b) i t (v)<~'(v)<~(v) .  
Proof. (a) Let U be a cohesion set for x in G. Then U U {e} is an edge cutset for 
N(x) in G' \x .  Thus ~'(x)<~t~(x)+ 1. 
Let U' be a cohesion set for x in G'.  If ee  U', then U ' \  [e} is an edge cutset for 
N(x) in G\x  and thus tx(x)~l~'(x)-1. If e~ U', then U'  is itself an edge cutset 
for N(x) in G\x  and thus g(x)~<~'(x). 
(b) In this case, G' \v  = G\u  and therefore any cohesion set for v in G is an 
edge cutset for N(v) in G'\o .  Hence, ta'(v)<~x(v). Because it '(v)= it(v), fact (1) 
implies /z'(v) ~> it(v). 
In Fig. 2(a), if e = ab, then p.'(x)= 1 = ~(x), while if e = ac, then Ix'(x)= 2 = 
p.(x)+ 1, showing that the bounds in (a) are sharp. If e = va in Fig. 2(b), then 
~'(v) = t~(v) = 2, while if e = vb, then /~'(u) = A(v) = 1 eiid thus both bounds in v 
may be attained. 
The graph in Fig. 2(b) is not unique, as the following proposition demonstrates. 
Proposition 2. Let G be a graph con,.ainirtg a vertex ue! V so that ~(v)>A(v) .  
Then there is a y c V, y~ N(u), so that for ,G'= G + vy, e ' (v )= it(v). 
lhtooL Let F be an edge cutset of G \v ,  with IFl=it(v). Since p.(v)>A(0), F is 
not an edge cutset for N(v). Choose y in the compor~ent of G\v \F  which does 
not intersect N(v). Then x is a cut vertex in G ' \  F, and thus/~'(v) ~< IFI :-- X (v). So, 
by Proposition l(b), p.'(v)= A(v). 
It is perhaps interesting to note that Propositions 7. and 2 imply that the only 
way for a vertex to increase its cohesion is to encourage the formation of edges 
between ot~er vertices, not to itself become involved in edge formation. ~ndeed, 
/~(x) can greatly decrease when an edge is added to x. 
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Fig. 2. Changes in cohesion. 
31~eorem 1. Let u, v, and x be distinct ot'nices o: G, with e= u" e~E,  and 
g(x)  # (l. Then t t ' (x )>g(x)  if and only if e is a bridge in G'\. '~\ L; jor every U 
wb.ich is a cohesion set for x in G. 
Proof. Suppose tx ' (x)>tt(x) .  Let U be any cohesion set for x in G. Becaus,: 
G' \x \ (UU{e})=G\x \U ,  we know that G' \x ' \ (UO{e})  is not connected. 
However. G ' \x \  U is connected since ]U[ := i t (x )< ~'(x). Thus, e is a bridge of 
G'\x\U. 
Now suppose that e is a bridge in G' \x  \ U for any U which is a cohesion set 
for x in G. Let W be any cohesion set for x in G. Fhen, because 'vV is minimal 
and nonempty, G\x \  W has exactly two components, say Ct anti C2. 
If e joins two vertices i,., say Ct, then because C~ is connected in G\x \  W, e is 
certainly not a bridge of (G \ x \ W) + e, which is, of course. G ' \  x ' \  W. Hence, e 
must join a vertex of Ci with a vertex of (22, and t:ms G' \x \W is connected. 
Now, let U'  be a cohesion set for x in G'. U ' \e  then is an edge cutset for G\x .  
Thus, G\x \ (U ' \e )  is not connected. Hence, IL'kel~>t~(x). If e~U' ,  therl 
IU'l>lU'Xel and tx'(x)> g(x).  If e6 U', then U' \e  = U', and thus U '  itself is an 
edge cutset for G\x .  If /.I' were a cohesion set for x in G, then by the previous 
paragraph G' \x  \ U' would be connected. But G ' \ : t  \ O '  must not be connected, 
by choice of U',  and so U'  is not a ,:ohesion set for x in G and thus 
t , ' (x )  = Iu'l>t,(x), since t t ' (x)~tt(x)  by Propositiost 2. 
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The case where t~(x) = 0 was omitted from the theorem for gcx>d reason. In the 
proof of Theorem 1, it is crucial that G\x \W have exactly two components. 
When ~(x)=0,  x is a cutvertex, and W=~.  Thus G\x \W becomes G\x ,  and 
may have more than two components. In this case, using the notation of Theorem 
1, /x'(x)= l>~(x)=0 if and only if G\x  has exactly 2 components and e is a 
bridge of G' \x .  That is, tL'(x) = 1 precisely when u and v lie in different 
components of G \x  and there are exactly two such components. 
Menger's theorem can be used to produce a lower bound for/x(x), the proof of 
which is left to the reader. 
Proposflion 3. If G has vertex connectivity K, then la (x) >~ K-  1,/or each vertex 
x~V.  
4. StabJli/y 
A vertex x ~ V is stable if its cohesion remains u~changed when any edge is 
added to the graph G. In Fig. 3, verti,:es u and v are stable whereas x, y, and z 
are not. 
Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 combine to yield the following characterization 
theorem for stable vertices. 
Theorera 2, A vertex  ~ V is stable if and only/ /~(x)  =A(x) and, given y and z, 
distinct from x, with yz ~ E, there is a cohesion set, U, for x in O so shat y and z are 
in the same component of G \  U\x .  
l~'oof. If x is stable then Proposition 2 implies that ~(.~)=h(x), while the 
contrapositive form of Theorem 1 yields the other condition. 
V Z 
Fig. 3. Stable and unstable vertices. 
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Given the two conditions in the theorem, we exaraine ~,'(x) upon the addition 
of an edge e. If e has one endvertex as x, lhen Proposit ion lb  gives iz'(x) = IX(X), 
given that lz(x) = A(x). If e has neither endvertex at r,, then Theorem 1 yields the 
desired stability. 
A graph G ig  vertex stable if each vertex of G is stable. The complete graphs 
are trivially vertex stable. The following theorem will help provide other infinite 
classes of verten stable graphs. 
Theorem 3. If x ~ V is adjacent o at least three distinct vertices each of which has 
degree at most A(x)+ 1, then x is stable. 
ProoL For any y ~ N(x), let d(y)  be the degree of y in G. Since ~(x)~<d(y) - 1, 
we have by h3pothesis that g(x)~<A(x), and by fac~: (1), g (x )= X(x). 
Let u and v be nonadiacent vertices of G and G'= G+u,~. It is clear that 
,V(x) i> A(x), and thus p, ' (x)~ A(x), by fat1 (1). By hypothesis, thea e is a w ~ N(x), 
w# u, v and the degree of w in G + uv relnains at most h.(x) + 1. As before, tx'(x) 
mus~ be no more than this degree less one, and we have :.t'(x)<~A(x). Thu," 
p.'(x) = A(x) = ~(x) and x is stable. 
Thc proofs of the first two of the following corollaries are left w, the reader. 
CoroUm'y 1. If G is regular of degree r, r :-'- 3, and x ,~ V with A(x~ = r-- 1, then x is 
stable. 
Corollary 2. The fi~llowing graphs tire vertex stable: 
(it The Petersen Graph. 
(ill The complete bipartite graphs K(n n), n i>3. 
(iii) Those graphs known as cyclic tactical configurations. (/-br definitions and 
properties ee [2] and [4].7 
It is not true, however, that all regular graphs are vertex stable. The triangle C.s 
is the or, Iv vertex stable cycle and the schemati,: in Fig. 4 shows there are 
non-vertex stable regular ~ralahs of every degree other than one. 
An extension of Corollary 2 may also be obtain,.~d. 
Corollary 3. The complete bipartite g~.:,~hs K!m, n) are vertex stable if and only if 
one of the following holds: 
(i) m: :n ,  m~3. 
(ii) m=n+l ,  n~3.  
(iii) n - - l ,  m~2.  
i~o~f. The cases m = n =2 and n = l :.ire left to the reader. The case m = n, 
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Fig. 4. Regular  non-vertex stable graphs. 
m/>3 is covered by Corollary 2. Suppose V = A U B where A f3 B = ¢ IAI = m, 
IBI = n, m > n, and e = uv ~ E if and only if u ~ A,  v ~_ B. Let x, y, z c A and 
u, u, w ~ B with e~ = xy, e2 = uv, G '= G +e~, and G" = G ÷ e2. We use p.' and ~." 
to denote the cohesion of vertices in G '  and G" respectively. The following Table 
1 is exhaustive and easily chccked. 
Table 1 
X V E /d L! W 
tx In - - I  m- i  m- I  t~- I  .,I -1  ~ l - !  
g '  )l n m- I  n - I  t ) - - I  n - - I  
Ix" (n "> 2) )n .-" I m- i  m-1  t l - I  ~z--I tz-- I  
I J- " (n=2)  m m m ~l-  I t i -1  n - I  
Thus, for these cases, K~m, n) is 'vertex stabie if and only if n > 2 and m = n + 1. 
Since alliances and friendships are broken as well as made, it is reasonable to 
consider the deletion of an edge of G as well as the addition. Proposition 1 gives 
some restrictions on the cohesion in this case, but Proposition 2 implies that 
cohesion will in general be less well behaved under edge deletion. It is left to ~he 
reader to translate tht: preceding results im~ results concerning deleted edges. 
5. Some further rentarks and questions 
The remarks made after Propositions 1 and 2 in Section 3 are perhaps worth 
mentioning again here in light of the results in St.~ction 4 demt~,nstrating the 
availability of stable vertices. The fact that a vertex (ct)untry, person) can decrease 
its cohesion (thus increasing 'stress') greatly by d~.-veh)ping ,lew adjacencies could 
be an important factor in alliance and friendship fo~ marion. A stable vertex on 
the other hand, need have no such concerns; nor need it be concerned over the 
development of other adjacencies. 
In addition to these considerations for possible u~e in the socia~ sciences, the 
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concepts of cohesion, stabdity and the associated strt.'ss placed on a vertex are 
possibly important in communications etworks and facility location problems. In 
particular, the location of repair equipment and cre~,,s would be less necessary 
near vertices of high cohesion and, in a dymu'nic mod~i, unstable vertices are well 
worth noting. 
There are several questions eeming worthy of fa:rther investigation, among 
which the following seems particu!arly interesting: 
Problem. Suplx~se one is interested in a graph possre~;sing a 'global" stability. A 
graph is 'stable' if, for each pair of nonadjacent v,_~rtlices u and v, the sum of the 
cohesions in the graph G + uv is the same as the sul~n of the cohesions for G. A 
vertex stable graph is stable, but the converse is not true. Are there good 
conditions for stability? 
From a purely graph theoretic point of view scjvo.rai other pursuits can be 
suggested. For example, there are many useful Ol~:raqons ,vher,:i~ tw¢ graphs 
combine to obtain a third graph. (Such as, the join, I I he sum, and the Cartesian 
Product.) What happens to cohesion ue'ler such ol~e~'ations? Or. one could ask 
whether necessary and sulficient conditions for eclual'itv in the bovnds obtained in 
Propositions l(b) and 3 cml be obtained. 
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